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About This Game

Battle through Zombie Apocalypse horror! Which is better - shotgun, pistol or AK-47? Blast their rotten, infected brains out and
choose your favorite! Scavenge weapons and armor to pimp out your souped up zombie slaying car - then plow down the man-

eating hordes to Escape the Undead City, and try not to get your guts torn out!!!

• 36 levels of zombie horror!
• Blast their infected brains out!
• Scavenge weapons and armor!

• Pimp out your zombie car!
• Plow down the undead hordes!

• Try not to get your guts torn out!
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Best smartphone game of all time. Waiting for the other 3 2 - Card Thief & Miracle Merchant.. The text was very slow and
couldn't be sped up or skipped. Everything looked very complex in the very beginning and made me want to avoid it all.
Controller didn't work right. You could probably play with it but things like " press the "A" button to continue but it was actually
left on the dpad" would make it very difficult to figure out.. I'd love to review it if I would only find it. it's supposed to be
already in my Steam library, but at this point I'm giving up.. Short, but worth the price. I have 4.7 hrs on record and went
through it twice to get all the achievements.. It's not really a game for me. I don't recommend. GTA with clowns.
10/10. The game is fun at first, especially with friends. However after playing it for a couple hours, there are easy tricks to
identify the Imposter and Crewmen. The longer u play, these tricks get abuse to easily weed out the killer and it makes the game
repeative and not as entertaining. An easy fix to this is maybe allowing the imposter to do task similar to crewmen. This giving
the name Imposter a more soild role.. Great game if you were a fan of the Hero Quest board game!
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I've got over 600 hours using other animation programs such as Maya or Source Film Maker.

That being said, this program is brilliant.

At the start I had no clue what to do, but there's a load of help videos aswell as a document to teach you aspects of the program.
Only took a few minutes before I had something decent made. The rigs were useful too, as they made animating much easier.

It is brilliant for making animated sprites in a video game. I'd recommend it at full price, even though I got this for 75% off..
Very nice explicating game
(isn't a full game). Only played single player. It was fun, slightly above average shooter considering the added character of the
Aliens and Predators. The story is straight out of a comic book, its cliche... c'mon, you're either here because Aliens: Colonial
Marines shot itself in the foot with its Pulse Rifle and you want to shoot some Xenos with a Predator or two are sprinkled in or
you came for the multiplayer which at this point is kinda dead. All in all, a fun time, not great, but miles away from bad.. I was
waiting for this games release and when I finally had seen the early access was availiable I jumped to steam and glanced the
reviews and payed $10.00 just to play an unfinished demo.

Training mode:Locked
Options: Minimal
Objective screen: doesnt give any ounce of info so it is easy to get lost in the sauce

until the Dev gets his head out of his\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 I dont recommend this game.. exactly what i wanted
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